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ABSTRACT

YUEHUA DUAN. Recommender system for improving churn rate. (Under the
direction of DR. ZBIGNIEW W. RAS)

Customer churn leads to higher customer acquisition cost, lower volume of service

consumption and reduced product purchase. Reducing the outflow of the customers

by 5% can double the profit of a typical company. Therefore, it is of significant value

for companies to reduce customer outflow. In this dissertation research, we mainly

focus on identifying the customers with high chance of attrition and providing valid

and trustworthy recommendations to reduce customer churn.

We designed and developed a customer attrition management system that can

predict customer churn and yield actionable and measurable recommendations for the

decision makers to reduce customer churn. Moreover, reviews from leaving customers

reflect their unfulfilled needs, while reviews of active customers show their satisfactory

experience. In order to extract the action knowledge from the unstructured customer

review data, we thoroughly applied aspect-based sentiment analysis to transform the

unstructured review text data into a structured table. Then, we utilized rough set

theory, action rule mining and meta-action triggering mechanism on the structured

table to generate effective recommendations for reducing customer churn. Lastly, in

practical applications, an action rule is regarded as interesting only if its support

and confidence exceed the predefined threshold values. If an action rule has a large

support and high confidence, it indicates that this action can be applied to a large

portion of customers with a high chance. However, there is little research focused

on improving the confidence and coverage of action rules. Therefore, we proposed a

guided semantic-aided agglomerative clustering algorithm to improve the discovered

action rules.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Customer churn refers to the loss of existing customers who cease the business rela-

tionship with a company in a period of time [1]. Recent studies [2, 3, 4] indicate that

reducing customer churn can be significantly beneficial. According to [5, 6], reducing

customer churn by 5% can lead to double profit for a typical company. Mediating

and preventing customer churn become increasingly important to companies [7]. In

order to minimize customer churn and maintain a long-term customer relationship,

it is critical for companies to detect customer churn proactively and take effective

strategies to reduce it.

Churn detection aims to recognize early churn signals and distinguish the likely

leaving customers from the others who will not leave. A Churn predicting model,

which makes inferences for future situations by extracting patterns from the available

data, is widely used in recognizing the early signals of customer churn [8]. Garcia et

al. [9] classified churn prediction models into three groups: churn prediction models

that are built based on statistics; churn prediction models that are utilizing machine

learning methods; churn prediction models that are applying other methods.

In the group of statistics-based churn prediction models, Logistic Regression is well

suited for describing and testing hypotheses about relationships between a categorical

outcome variable and one or more categorical (or continuous) predictor variables [10].

It is a popular multivariate statistics method in churn prediction, owning to its con-

ceptual simplicity as well as its quick and robust results. Decision Tree is an important

knowledge extraction tool in data mining that is widely used in churn prediction. It

is a tree-shaped structure representing sets of decisions capable of generating classifi-

cation rules for a specific dataset [11]. Popular choices of Decision Tree in churn data
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analysis include C 5.0 classification tree, classification and regression tree (CART),

and Chisquared Automatic Interaction Detector (CHAID).

Machine learning methods, such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Support

Vector Machine (SVM), EXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost), are widely used

in churn prediction. ANN is a popular approach to address the churn prediction

problem. Haykin [12] described ANN as a massively parallel combination of simple

processing unit which can gain knowledge from environment through a learning pro-

cess and store the knowledge in its connections. SVM is able to optimally separate

two classes of objects (e.g. leaving customers and retained customers) through the

generation of a multivariate maximally separating hyperplane [9]. It is a popular

tool in predicting churn because of its lower number of controlling parameters and

better generalization capability [13]. XGBoost is an efficient and scalable implemen-

tation of gradient boosting framework, which includes efficient linear model solver and

tree learning algorithm. It supports various objective functions, including regression,

classification and ranking [14].

Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Decision Support Systems (DSS) and

Recommender Systems are widely used to assist the decision-making process in re-

taining existing customers and reducing customer churn [15]. CRM is a combination

of people, processes and technology that seeks to understand a company’s customers

[16]. As an integrated approach, CRM focuses on customer retention and relationship

development, and it helps to lower the customer acquisition cost and raise business

revenue [17]. DSS is defined by Sprague et al. [18] as a class of information systems

that can support the decision-making activities by utilizing the transaction processing

systems and interacting with other parts of the overall information systems. By uti-

lizing computer-based resources, such as data, documents and models, managers are

provided with analytical capabilities in the decision-making process. Recommender

systems are defined as a subclass of information filtering systems that seek to predict
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the rating or preference a user would give to an item [19]. Recommender systems are

categorized into collaborative filtering recommender systems, content-based recom-

mender systems, demographic recommender systems, knowledge-based recommender

systems, community-based recommender systems, and hybrid recommender systems

[20].

Figure 1.1: Knowledge-based recommender system
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Knowledge-based recommender systems show advantage in such scenarios: when

there is not enough available ratings, or when time span plays an important role,

or when the customers define their requirements explicitly. As shown in Figure 1.1,

the input of a typical knowledge-based recommender system includes user profile and

contextual parameters, product features, and knowledge models. This input will be

processed by the recommendation component. At the endpoint, a recommendation

list as output will be given [19]. Knowledge-based recommender systems can be

classified into constraint-based and case-based. In constraint-based recommender

systems, the explicitly predefined recommendation rules should be fulfilled. If there

is no solution matching the recommendation rules, the constraints will be relaxed until

a corresponding solution is found. In case-based recommender systems, different types

of similarity measures are given, and items similar to the specified requirements are
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retrieved as recommendations.

It is imperative for companies to recognize the early churn signals and build recom-

mender systems that can provide effective recommendations for reducing customer

churn. In this dissertation, we focus on building recommender systems that can

effectively improve customer churn rate. It mainly contains three parts.

• For the customer churn problem in the heavy equipment repair and service

sector, we design and develop a Customer Attrition Management System that

can identify customers with a high chance of attrition and yield actionable and

measurable recommendations for the decision makers to reduce customer churn.

The Customer Attrition Management System comprises two stages.

– Stage I is to identify potential leaving customers by utilizing the early

churn signal.

– Stage II is to build a recommender system that can provide effective and

measurable strategies for decision makers to reduce customer churn.

• Reviews from leaving customers reflect their unfulfilled needs, while reviews

of active customers reflect their satisfactory experience. We use aspect-based

sentiment analysis to transform the unstructured review text data into a struc-

tured table, then extract action rules from the structured table to generate

recommendations for reducing customer churn.

• Action rules with high quality can affect many more customers. However, there

is little research focused on improving the quality of the action rules. We pro-

pose a guided semantic-aided agglomerative clustering algorithm to improve the

quality of discovered action rules.

Next, we present the structure of this dissertation. In Section 2, we describe the

related work on customer churn study. In Section 3, we briefly recall the important
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background knowledge for better understanding the methodology proposed in this

dissertation. In Section 4, we give the description of the dataset used in this research.

In Section 5, we present the design and implementation of the Customer Attrition

Management System. In Section 6, we present the design and implementation of the

recommender system, which is developed by utilizing the unstructured review data. In

Section 7, we give the design and implementation of the semantic-aided agglomerative

clustering algorithm. In Section 8 we give the conclusion of this dissertation.



CHAPTER 2: RELATED WORK

When it comes to customer churn, related research has three main directions. First,

research focuses on pursuing higher precision in churn prediction. Second, research

concentrates on churn determinants analysis. Third, study on the cost and effect of

different strategies in the decision-making process for improving customer churn rate.

There are many different kinds of churn models aimed to give insight on how to

predict customer churn. Datta et al. [21] proposed a cellular subscriber churn mod-

eling system, in which Decision Tree and genetic algorithms are used for feature

selection, and cascade neural network is used for predicting churn scores. Kim et

al. [22] applied binomial logit model to analyze subscriber churn in the telecom-

munication industry. Wang et al. [23] built a churn prediction model on a credit

card holders’ behaviors dataset from a commercial bank in China. In their study,

12 classification algorithms are compared based on predictive performance. Huang

et al. [24] studied a set of features for land-line customer churn prediction, and they

also conducted churn prediction comparison based on 7 classification algorithms. Li

et al. [25] obtained imbalanced customer data from a major Chinese airline for a

study on predicting potential churn customers. F-Measure and G-Mean were used to

evaluate the performance of the new ensemble model they proposed. De Caigny et

al. [26] investigated the value by adding textual data into customer churn prediction

(CCP) models, which use real life data from a European financial services provider

on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to validate the framework.

The above research works focus on predicting the occurrence of customer churn,

which cannot be directly applied to the decision-making process due to the lack of

recognizing mechanisms for churn determinants. Thus, it is important for researchers
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to conduct studies to analyze the determinants of customer churn. Gerpott et al. [27]

conducted their research on a sample of 684 residential customers of digital cellular

network operators in Germany. Based on their analysis, customer satisfaction shows

significant impact on customer loyalty. Larivière and Van [28] conducted their re-

search on the savings and investment customers from a large financial service provider

in Belgium. Kaplan-Meier is used for discovering the time of a churn event. Varsh-

ney and Gupta [29] used the association rule to determine factors affecting churn in

telecommunication sectors in India. Their conclusion is that service satisfaction plays

an important role in improving customer churn rate. Troncoso [30] collected 23,195

VOC (voice of the customer) interactions (made by 14,531 customers) facilitated from

a Chilean bank. They proposed a text mining process to automate the extraction of

customer churn determinants from the voice of the customer interactions. Coşer et

al. [31] applied an exploratory data analysis to examine the main characteristics of

customers that influence the propensity to churn. They used machine learning algo-

rithms and the optimization technique (Grid Search) to obtain the optimal predictive

model, and evaluate the model by using Area Under the Curve (AUC).

The above studies focus on recognizing churn determinants, which lack the im-

portant information on the cost and effect of different strategies. Therefore, another

important topic in churn study is to build the decision support systems (recommender

systems) to handle customer churn. Daskalaki et al. [32] built a decision support sys-

tem to handle customer insolvency for a large telecommunication company. The

strategy in this study is to predict churner customers by using the Decision Tree

and Neural Network. Kim et al. [33] conducted their study on a dataset from Ko-

rean mobile telecommunication service, and investigated the strategies for reducing

customer churn. Their conclusion is that customer-oriented services and long-term

relationship with customers show great impact in increasing customer loyalty. Bu-

rez and Van [34] compared churn prediction performances among Markov chains, a
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random forest model, and a basic logistic model with data from a European pay-TV

company. Their empirical results show that three alternative courses of action are

equally effective to reduce customer attrition: (1) giving free incentives (enhancing

the service), (2) organizing special events to pamper customers and (3) obtaining

feedback on customer satisfaction through questionnaires. Wang et al. [35] used the

Decision Tree algorithm to analyze more than 4000 members over three months. The

conditional rules produced by the Decision Tree algorithm show the characteristics of

customer behavior that can lead to customer loss. They used such rules as strategy

recommendations to prevent future customer loss. Lemmens and Gupta [36] defined a

profit-based loss function, which weighs more heavily with those customers who have

the greatest (positive or negative) impact on the retention campaign profit. They em-

pirically demonstrate that this weighted estimation can boost the profitability of the

retention campaign. Some limitations of this approach include: it does not take the

long-run impact of retention interventions into account. Moreover, it does not model

the relationship between a customer’s sensitivity to an intervention and expectations

of retention offers in the future.

All the above studies fail to propose an adaptable system that can provide ac-

tionable recommendations. Moreover, much of the research only deals with a survey

data. It leads to the problem that lacking actual customer transaction data may

not fully reflect the customers’ future re-patronage decisions. Additionally, most of

the churn analysis is frequently adapted in telecommunication, banking and so forth.

Churn analysis is rarely carried out in the repair and service sector owing to the data

unavailability.



CHAPTER 3: BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

This chapter presents the theoretical background of the proposed approaches in

this dissertation, and we will cover Action Rules, Meta-actions, Reduct, and Text

Mining.

3.1 Action Rules

As the source of action rules discovery, decision system [37] is defined as a pair

S = (U,A ∪ {d}), where U is a nonempty, finite set of objects called the universe.

A ∪ {d} is a nonempty, finite set of attributes, i.e., a : U → Va for a ∈ A, where

Va is called the domain of a. Attribute d is called the decision. We assume that

A = As∪Af . Attributes in As are called stable attributes for the set U if their values

assigned to the objects from U cannot be changed in time. For instance, "Date of

Birth" is a stable attribute. Attributes in Af ∪ {d} are called flexible attributes and

their values can be changed in time. For instance, "interest rate" on a customer bank

account is an example of a flexible attribute [38].

The concept of an action rule was proposed by Ras and Wieczorkowska [39]. An

action rule is defined as a rule extracted from a decision system that describes a

transition that may occur within its objects by reclassifying them from one state to

another, with respect to the decision attribute. More formally, action rule is defined

as a term: [(ω) ∧ (α → β) ⇒ (Φ → Ψ)], where ω denotes a conjunction of fixed

stable attributes, (α → β) are proposed changes in values of flexible attributes, and

(Φ→ Ψ) is a desired change of decision attribute values.

An atomic action set is a singleton set defined as an expression (a, a1 → a2) in S.

If a1 = a2, then a is stable on a1. Action sets are the smallest collection of sets such
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that:

• If t is an atomic action set, then t is an action set.

• If t1, t2 are action sets, then t1 ∪ t2 is a candidate action set.

• If t is a candidate action set and for any two atomic actions (a, a1 → a2),

(b, b1 → b2) contained in t, we have a 6= b, then t is an action set.

Table 3.1: Decision System S

a b c d
x1 a1 b1 c1 d1
x2 a2 b1 c1 d1
x3 a2 b2 c2 d2
x4 a2 b1 c2 d2
x5 a1 b2 c1 d2

For example, Table 3.1 shows a decision system S, where X = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5},

A = {a, b, c, d} and V = {a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2, d1, d2}. Additionally, let us assume

that attributes a, c are stable, and b, d are flexible where d is the decision at-

tribute. One of the action sets mined from this information system is represented

by {(a, a1), (c, c1), (b, b1 → b2), (d, d1 → d2)}. The meaning of the corresponding ac-

tion rule [(a, a1)∧(c, c1)∧(b, b1 → b2)]⇒ (d, d1 → d2) is that when the stable attribute

a is a1, c is c1, and if the flexible attribute changes from b1 to b2, then it is expected

that d1 will change to d2.

We use support, confidence, and coverage to measure the quality of extracted action

rules. The higher the support, confidence, and coverage of action rules, the more

valuable they are to the users [40]. An action rule can be represented as the pair of

classification rules [39]. For instance, r = {(a, a1) ∧ (c, c1) ∧ (b, b1 → b2) ⇒ (d, d1 →

d2)} is represented by r1 = {(a, a1) ∧ (c, c1) ∧ (b, b1) ⇒ (d, d1)} and r2 = {(a, a1) ∧
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(c, c1) ∧ (b, b2)⇒ (d, d2)}. Support of r is defined by Equation (3.1).

Support(r) = Support(r1) (3.1)

Confidence of r is defined by Equation (3.2).

Confidence(r) = Confidence(r1) ∗ Confidence(r2) (3.2)

Coverage of an action rule r is defined as the number of objects transferred from

Support(d1) to Support(d2) divided by the number of objects in Support(d2).

There are two approaches for action rule mining: rule-based approach and object-

based approach. In the rule-based approach, a prior extraction of classification rules

is needed. Systems DEAR (Discovering Extended Action-Rules) [41] and DEAR2

[42] belong to this category. In the object-based approach, action rules are extracted

directly from the database. For instance, ARED (Action Rule Extraction from a

Decision Table) [43] is an example of such a system.

3.2 Meta-actions

The action rule approach can be further enhanced by meta-actions, which act

as a triggering mechanism for action rules. In other words, meta-actions are the

actions that need to be executed in order to trigger the corresponding atomic actions.

Meta-actions were initially proposed by Wang et al. [44] to address the actionability

problem in data mining. Meta-actions are defined as actions which trigger changes

of flexible attributes, either directly or indirectly, because of the correlations among

certain attributes in the system [45]. Such correlations can be reflected by an influence

matrix.

Table 3.2 presents an example of an influence matrix, which describes the triggering

type of correlations between meta-actions and atomic actions. In this table, b is a
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Table 3.2: Influence matrix for meta-actions and atomic actions

a b c
M1 b1 c2 → c1
M2 a2 → a1 b2
M3 a1 → a2 c2 → c1
M4 b1 c1 → c2
M5 a1 → a2 b1 c1 → c2

stable attribute, a, c are flexible attributes. In the first row, the meta-action M1

triggers the change in the flexible attribute (c, c2 → c1) assuming that the value

of b is b1; while in the second row, the meta-action M2 triggers the change in the

flexible attribute (a, a2 → a1) assuming that the value of b is b2. Only classification

features are involved in an expert knowledge concerning meta-actions [46]. When

some classification features are correlated with the decision feature, then change of

their values will cascade to the decision value through such correlations. For instance,

M4 can trigger atomic actions (b, b1) and (c, c1 → c2), such change will cascade to the

decision value d. Therefore, an action rule r = [(b, b1) ∧ (c, c1 → c2) ⇒ (d, d1 → d2)]

can be triggered by M4, because no constraint is placed on the attribute a.

The effect of meta-actions is defined by Kuang and Ras [47]. Assume that a set

of meta-actions M = {M1,M2, ...,Mn : n > 0} can trigger a set of action rules,

{r1, r2, ..., rm : m > 0} which domains have no overlapping objects. The support of M

is defined as the summation of all the support of covered action rules. The confidence

of M is calculated by averaging the confidence of all the covered action rules.

Support(M) =
m∑
i=1

support(ri) (3.3)

Confidence(M) =

∑m
i=1 support(ri) · confidence(ri)∑m

i=1 support(ri)
(3.4)
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The effect of applying M is defined as the product of support and confidence of M,

η(M) = support(M) · confidence(M) (3.5)

3.3 Reduct

Rough set theory was introduced by Polish mathematician Pawlak [48]. It stems

from research on logical properties of decision systems. In a decision system S =

(U,A∪{d}), we are interested in attributes that are sufficient for the decision-making

process. Such a goal leads us to the definition of reducts, the smallest subsets of

attributes in a decision system which are sufficient to provide semantically the same

knowledge as the knowledge described using all attributes.

Before we recall the definition of a reduct in S, it is necessary to introduce the

concept of a discernibility relation. Let objects x, y ∈ U and B ⊂ A. We say that x,

y are discernible by B if there exists a ∈ B such that a(x) 6= a(y). Objects x, y are

indiscernible by B when they are identical on B, that is, a(x) = a(y) for each a ∈ B.

A set of attributes B included in A is called a reduct in S if:

• B keeps the discernibility of A, i.e., for each x, y ∈ U , if x, y are discernible by

A, then they are also discernible by B.

• B is irreducible, i.e., none of its proper subsets keeps discernibility properties

of A.

There are many heuristic strategies developed to find reducts. The most popular

one is based on the discernibility matrix and the discernibility function, which needs

conversion to DNF to find reducts [49]. The discernibility matrix [50] of a decision

system S = (U,C ∪ {d}) is a symmetric |U | × |U | matrix with entries defined by

Equation (3.6).

cij = {a ∈ C|a(xi) 6= a(xj)} i, j = 1, ..., |U | (3.6)
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So, each cij contains only attributes that differ between objects xi and xj.

Discernibility function fS is a Boolean function, and it is defined as the conjunction

of all logical disjunctions of discernibility matrix elements [51], as shown in Equation

(3.7):

fS(a1, ..., am) = ∧{∨cij| 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ |U |} (3.7)

There are many other approaches for finding reducts, such as Dynamic Reducts

[52], Johnson Reducer [53] and so on. Reduct in rough set theory provides a powerful

method for feature engineering. Unlike other methods, attributes reduction requires

neither additional information nor external parameters. Instead, it only uses infor-

mation within the given data. Moreover, it is a minimal subset of attributes that

keeps the characteristics of the full dataset.

3.4 Text Mining

We use technologies in text mining to discover knowledge from customer com-

ments. This section contains two parts. The first part is a brief introduction to text

preprocessing. The second part is about existing approaches to sentiment analysis,

especially aspect-based sentiment analysis.

3.4.1 Text Preprocessing

Tokenization, normalization and noise removal are the three important components

in text preprocessing [54]. Tokenization is to split longer strings of text into smaller

pieces or tokens. For instance, "It is great that we won." The result of tokenization

is {it, is, great, that, we, won}. In this way, we can break down long sentences into

smaller units to process.

Normalization refers to a series of tasks that can put all the text into the same

level so as to allow text processing to proceed uniformly. Some steps are listed below:

• Convert all text to the same case.
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• Remove punctuation.

• Remove numbers.

• Strip white space.

• Remove stop words.

• Stemming (eliminate affixes and keep the word stem).

– For instance, leaving → leave.

• Lemmatization (capture canonical forms based on a word’s lemma).

– For instance, better → good.

Noise removal is a task-oriented procedure. It can occur before or after previously

mentioned steps. For instance, if the text that to be prepossessed comes from the

internet, we will need to remove the text header and footer, the HTML and XML

tags, and so on.

3.4.2 Sentiment Analysis

We use sentiment analysis to identify and extract information of the polarity or

emotion from customer comments. This section gives an introduction to sentiment

analysis, with focus on aspect-based sentiment analysis. There are mainly four dif-

ferent levels of sentiment analysis, document level, sentence level, aspect level, and

concept level. The document-level sentiment analysis classifies the entire document

opinion into a positive, negative or neutral sentiment [55]. Sentence-level sentiment

analysis aims to determine whether a sentence expresses a positive, negative or neu-

tral opinion, and it works well in the settings when there is only one aspect (and its

polarity) in a given text. However, in reality, there are many aspects and polarities in

a given text. A more general and complicated task is to predict the aspects mentioned

in a sentence and the sentiments associated with each one of them. This generalized
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task is called aspect-based sentiment analysis [56]. In aspect-based sentiment analysis,

two fundamental tasks are aspect extraction and sentiment classification.

3.4.2.1 Aspect Extraction

Aspect extraction aims to extract the opinion targets from texts. For instance, in

the statement "This cellphone has a high-resolution screen," the word "screen" is the

aspect, and it is a feature of the product. The approach of aspect extraction can

be classified to three groups: unsupervised approach, semi-supervised approach and

supervised approach [57].

Unsupervised Approach

To extract the aspects based on the frequency or statistical information of the

noun and noun phrases is intuitive, because nouns that frequently appear are the

important aspects [58]. Bootstrapping is another unsupervised approach, it can be

viewed as an iterative clustering technique which in each iteration valuable candidate

is added to adjust current seed set [59]. The iteration continues until meeting a pre-

defined threshold or satisfying a stopping criterion. Zhu et al. [60] used multi-aspect

bootstrapping (MAB) for aspect extraction. Popescu and Etzioni [61] modified the

technique proposed by Hu et al. [58]. They introduced point-wise mutual information

(PMI) to increase the precision of aspect extraction.

Semi-supervised

Dependency parser gives the relationship between all the words in a sentence. The

concept of phrase dependency parsing was introduced by Wu et al. [62]. It aims to

extract relations between product aspects and opinion words. Yu et al. [63] used

phrase dependency parser to extract the aspects from reviews. They rank different

aspects by taking the aspect frequency and user’s opinion into account.

Lexicon-based method extracts aspects based on a list of lexicon. Wei et al. [64]

proposed a semantic-based product aspect extraction technique. With all the aspects
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extracted, the authors used a list of positive and negative adjectives to identify the

subjectivity of the opinion words. Based on this list, the potential aspects that are

not aspects are pruned out.

Supervised

As aspect extraction belongs to information extraction problem, supervised learn-

ing method that is used in information extraction can also be applied in aspect ex-

traction. One of the most dominant methods is based on sequential learning. Hidden

Markov Models (HMM) and Conditional Random Fields (CRF) are two popular se-

quential learning methods. Dictionary-based methods utilize a dictionary list for

aspect extraction. Cruz et al. [65] proposed to generate a domain oriented taxonomy

for aspect extraction. Jiang et al. [66] proposed a tree-based approach for aspect

extraction. They used a generalized aspect sentiment tree to extract aspects, and

they defined four tree kernel spaces to identify aspects from the reviews. Li et al.

[67] formulated the opinion target extraction problem as a shallow semantic parsing

problem. The sentence is represented by a parse tree. A predicate is used to identify

the corresponding semantic arguments in the sentence. They used several heuristic

rules to map the opinion targets into several constituents and to prune out those

arguments which do not satisfy the rules.

3.4.2.2 Sentiment Classification

Another important step in sentiment analysis is to apply an appropriate technique

to classify the sentiments. There are many different classification methods proposed

in literature, which fall into two groups: machine learning approach and lexicon-based

approach [68].

Machine Learning Approach

Machine learning based sentiment classification method can be divided into three

groups: Supervised, Semi-supervised, and Unsupervised learning methods. Super-
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vised learning is a function that maps an input to an output based on example input-

output pairs. In supervised learning sentiment classification, training text samples

with categorized labels are used to classify the sentiment of the testing data. Some

popular and effective methods are Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy, Support Vector

Machine(SVM), Decision Tree, Artificial Neural Network, and K-nearest Neighbor.

Pang et al. [69] compared the performance of sentiment classification among Naive

Bayes, Maximum Entropy and SVM. Alfaro et al. [70] compared the performance

of SVM and the K-nearest Neighbor algorithm for text classification and sentiment

analysis by using weblog data as dataset.

Semi-supervised learning method aims to use unlabeled data together with a small

size of labeled data to build the classifiers. Multi view learning method is a semi-

supervised learning method. In multi view learning, k models are produced based on

k views, which can effectively improve the overall performance of the classification.

It can be used in cross-lingual sentiment analysis, which utilizes the labeled data of

the source language for compensating the lack of labeled data in the target language

[71].

In unsupervised learning, the training data is not labeled yet. The main idea is

putting the unlabeled data into different groups, and the members of each group are

similar to each other from a particular point of view. In this way, data of same clusters

have the maximum similarity, while data in different clusters share the minimum

similarity. K-means is a typical clustering algorithm for machine learning, and it is

popular in sentiment classification. K-means clustering assigns all data into k groups

by minimizing the objective function [72]. It is defined as Equation 3.8.

E =
k∑

i=1

∑
p∈Ci

||ρ− µi||2 (3.8)

where k is the number of clusters, and µi is the centroid of a cluster Ci, and ρ is the
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data point in each cluster. Claypo and Jaiyen [72] proposed an opinion mining method

on Thai restaurants’ review by using K-means clustering. The agglomerative method

is another popular unsupervised learning sentiment classification method. Starting

with a set of n objects to be clustered, it groups these objects into successively fewer

than n sets, arriving eventually at a single set containing all the n objects [73]. De

and Kopparapu [74] used agglomerative algorithm as the clustering technique for

collecting opinions.

Lexicon-based Approach

Lexicon is defined as the vocabulary of a person, language, or branch of knowledge.

Lexicon-based sentiment classification uses adjectives as indicators of the semantic

orientation of the texts [58]. First, a list of adjectives and the corresponding semantic

orientation values are compiled into a dictionary. Then, for any given text, all ad-

jectives are extracted and annotated with their semantic orientation value, using the

dictionary scores. The semantic orientation scores are in turn aggregated into a sin-

gle score for the text [75]. Lexicon-based method can be divided into two categories:

dictionary-based approach and corpus-based approach.

In dictionary-based method, a sentiment dictionary is generated. Firstly, a few sen-

timent words are selected manually. Then, based on bootstrapping technique, more

words are added by searching in online dictionaries. This process continues until the

collection of words is stable, no new words are detected [76]. SentiWordNet is a pop-

ular sentiment dictionary built on top of WordNet [77], according to the notions of

positivity, negativity, and neutrality. Each synset is associated with three numerical

scores: Pos(s), Neg(s), and Obj(s) which indicate how positive, negative, and objec-

tive (i.e., neutral) the terms contained in the synset are [78]. SentiSense classifies

WordNet synsets [77] with emotional meanings. It consists of 5,496 words and 2,190

synsets labeled with an emotion from a set of 14 emotional categories which are related

by an antonym relationship. SentiSense has been developed semi-automatically using
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several semantic relations between synsets in WordNet [79]. AFINN is a strength-

oriented lexicon [80]. There are 564 positive words scored from 1 to 5, and 964

negative words with score ranging from -1 to -5. Liu and Hu’s Opinion Lexicon [58] is

a list of English positive and negative opinion words or sentiment words (around 6800

words). VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner) was created

from a generalized, valence-based, human-curated gold standard sentiment lexicon.

It is a lexicon and rule-based sentiment analysis tool that is specifically attuned to

sentiments expressed in social media, for instance, Twitter.



CHAPTER 4: DATASET

4.1 Introduction

The dataset used in this dissertation was collected by a consulting company based in

Charlotte, North Carolina. The company made telephone surveys to query customers’

satisfaction on repair services done by 34 heavy equipment repair companies. Among

all the customers who have been served by these 34 companies, more than 25,000

customers were randomly chosen to take the survey. There are more than 400,000

records ranging from 2011 to 2017. The dataset consists of features related to:

• Clients details: ID, Group, Name, Division, etc.

• Survey details: ID, Name, Type, Date Interviewed, Completed by, etc. Based

on which customer satisfaction area we focus on, the type of the survey is

classified as field, shop, parts, rentals and sales. Field means sending technician

to customers’ for repairing.

• Customer details: ID, Name, Contact Phone, City, State, Zip, etc.

• Order details: ID, Invoice Number, Invoice Amount, etc.

• Benchmark questions (survey questions) and attached notes.

– The answer to the benchmark question is recorded as a rating score, rang-

ing from 1 to 10.

– Answer to the open-ended question ("What’s the main reason for your

score?") is recorded as a textual data saved as attached notes (we rename

it as "review" to reflect its function). Customers can give their thoughts,

feelings, complaints, and expectations freely in their answers.
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An example is shown in Figure 4.1, one of the benchmark questions is "What’s

your overall satisfaction?" and the customer being surveyed rates 7 to this benchmark

question. For the open-ended question "What’s the main reason for your score?" the

customer’s answer is "Repair was not completed correctly, technicians are not trained

to work on the agriculture equipment." From his answer, we get the clue that the

customer rates 7 instead of a higher score (like 9 or 10) because he is not content

with the repair.

Figure 4.1: Survey example

Was the repair completed correctly?

Completed poorly Repair completed perfectly

What’s the main reason for your score?

Based on different topics, the survey is divided into five sections: service, sales,

rental, parts, and all-field (which covers all the topics: service, sales, rental, parts). In

each category, there are different benchmark questions, which served as the questions

that were raised to customers during the survey. We have more than 200 benchmark

questions in total.
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4.2 Data Prepossessing

In reality, when taking time constraint into consideration, it is impossible to ask

all the questions when conducting the survey on a certain customer. Only some

small subsets of questions are asked. Therefore, the dataset we are dealing with is

highly incomplete and multidimensional. Figure 4.2 shows the descriptive statistics of

the customer ratings to a few example benchmark questions. In data preprocessing,

Figure 4.2: Descriptive statics
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we focus on dealing with the missing values. Considering two scenarios: when the

benchmark question was not asked, or when most customers did not give their ratings

to certain benchmark questions. In these scenarios, the benchmark columns contain

many null values, which bear little information. We set 95% as the threshold for

deletion based on our discussion with the domain experts. The final rule is that when

there is more than 95% null values in a benchmark column, such benchmark column

is removed.

After data cleansing, there are 48 benchmark questions left, some example bench-
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mark questions are shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Example benchmark questions

Topic Features

All-Field Ease of Contact
Likelihood to be Repeat Customer
Has Issue Been Resolved

Service Tech Promised in Expected Time frame
Tech Arrived When Promised
Final Invoice Matched Expectation

Parts How Orders Are Placed
Ease of Use for Online Parts Store
Explanation of Delivery Options and Cost

Rental Equipment Available
Equipment Delivered When Expected
Equipment Clean and Working

Sales Product Specs Provided by Salesperson
Complete Pricing Information Provided by Sale
Responsiveness of Salesperson to Information

4.3 Decision Attribute Generation

In the original survey dataset, there is no attribute that can summarize the infor-

mation about customer churn status (active, leaving or lost). Therefore, we consulted

with domain experts for the definition of active, leaving, and lost customers. First,

there are customers who prefer not to be called, and they ask to be added into the

"Do Not Call" list. Such customers might have transaction data in the following

years, but lack of succeeding survey data. Moreover, not all the customers were given

a consistent telephone survey. Customers might be surveyed in a certain year. While

for the following year, they were not surveyed, but they have follow-up transactions.

Taking the above scenarios into consideration, we combined the survey data with

the transaction data together to label customer status to reflect the true re-patronize

behavior of customers.

According to the definition proposed by the domain expert, we label the customer

status into three categories: active, leaving, and lost. Active customers are those
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Figure 4.3: Customer labelling
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who made transactions minimum once a year. Leaving customers are those who did

not make transactions in the subsequent year. Lost customers are those who stopped

doing business for the following two or more years.

In Figure 4.3, we give an example of the customer status labelling based on the

transaction data and survey data in three consecutive years. Data in 2012 and 2013

are used to mark customer status of 2011. For an active customer in 2011, if there is

no transaction data in 2012, he is labeled as leaving. Additionally, when there is no

transaction record in 2013, we updated his status as lost.



CHAPTER 5: OVERVIEW OF CUSTOMER ATTRITION MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM

In this chapter, we present the two-stage Customer Attrition Management System,

which is embracing both the power of predicting customer churn and the ability

to provide measurable recommendations for reducing customer churn. In order to

achieve a higher prediction precision in detecting the leaving customers, we compared

several widely used churn prediction models, and pick the one which gives an overall

best predicting performance. Once the leaving customers are identified, it is of great

necessity to improve customer retention. Therefore, we then built a knowledge-based

recommender system to provide actionable recommendations for decision makers to

reduce customer churn.

5.1 Methodology

Figure 5.1 gives the design of the Customer Attrition Management System, and it

contains two stages. Stage I is Churn Prediction, and Stage II is Recommendation

Generation. Stage I focuses on identifying the leaving customers by utilizing customer

churn models. After we identify the churn cases, the next step is to generate recom-

mendations on improving churn rate. Thus, in Stage II, we run action rule mining to

discover actionable patterns that can reclassify customers from leaving to retained.

Then we extract meta-actions from the associated customer comments to generate

the appropriate recommendations. Finally, we summarize the recommendations and

calculate their effectiveness scores.
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Figure 5.1: Design of the Customer Attrition Management System

Action Rule Mining

Meta-actions
Triggering

Recommendation 
Summary

Churn Predicting Models 
Comparison

Churn Predicting Models 
Selection

Customer Comments

Stage II
Recommendation 

Generation

Stage I
Churn Prediction

Benchmark Questions 
and Ratings

5.1.1 Churn Prediction

The most commonly used churn prediction modelling techniques are Decision Tree,

regression analysis, ANN, and SVM [9]. As stated in Neslin, et al. [81], Logistic

Regression, which is of conceptual simplicity, gives quick and robust results compared

to other regression analysis models. Therefore, we choose Logistic Regression as

the regression analysis model. XGBoost is highly flexible and versatile, and it is

widely used in churn prediction [82], and we add XGBoost into the churn predication

performance comparison. Therefore, without loss of generality, we select Decision

Tree, Logistic Regression, ANN, SVM and XGBoost as the candidate customer churn

prediction models.

We compare the prediction performance of these churn prediction models based

on accuracy score, AUC (Area Under Curve), precision, recall score, and F1 score.

TP (True Positive: actually positive, and classified as positive), FP (False Positive),

FN (False Negative), and TN (True Negative) are used in the definition of these

measurements. Accuracy is the ratio of the correctly predicted observation to the

total observations.

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + FN + TN
(5.1)

Precision is defined as the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to the
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total predicted positive observations. It stands for the accuracy of positive predic-

tions.

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(5.2)

Recall is also called true positive rate. It describes how the model’s prediction

covers the positive class.

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(5.3)

F1 score is the weighted average of Precision and Recall.

F1_Score = 2 ∗ (
Precision ∗Recall
Precision+Recall

) (5.4)

AUC (Area Under Curve): The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve

plots the true positive rate vs the false positive rate, and AUC is computing the area

under the curve.

5.1.2 Recommendations Generation

Once we have identified the potential churn scenario, it is necessary to generate valid

and effective recommendations to improve churn rate. We apply action rule mining

and the meta-action triggering mechanism to build a knowledge-based recommender

system to generate appropriate and effective recommendations.

5.1.2.1 Action Rule Mining

As introduced in 3.1, action rule is defined as an expression: [(ω) ∧ (α → β) →

(Φ → Ψ)], where ω denotes a conjunction of fixed stable attributes, (α → β) are

proposed changes in values of flexible attributes, and (Φ → Ψ) is a desired change

of decision attribute value. We define survey type as the stable attribute because it

reflects the type of survey (service, sales, rental, parts, and all-field) which is stable

by its nature. Customer ratings to the benchmark questions provide hints about

what changes can be made for a given group of customers to reclassify them from an
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undesired status to a desired one. Therefore, the benchmark questions are defined

as the flexible attributes. Customer status gives the churn status (active, leaving or

lost) of a customer, and we define it as the decision attribute.

5.1.2.2 Meta-actions Extraction

Meta-actions are the triggers that can be used for activating action rules. Meta-

actions are extracted from relevant comments left by customers in that domain, re-

spectively [83]. For instance, r = [(a, a1) ∧ (b, b1 → b2)] ⇒ (d, d1 → d2) is an action

rule where a is a stable attribute and b is a flexible attribute. The decision at-

tribute is d, and the desired changes for d is from d1 to d2. The clues for generating

meta-actions are in the comments of records matching (a, a1) ∧ (b, b1) ∧ (d, d1) and

(a, a1) ∧ (b, b2) ∧ (d, d2). For instance, in action rule (5.5):

[(Benchmark_1, 5→ 8) ∧ (Benchmark_2, 6→ 10)]

⇒ (Customer_Status, Leaving → Active) (5.5)

when the rating for Benchmark_1 increases from 5 to 8 and the rating for Bench-

mark_2 changes from 6 to 10, then customers’ status is expected to change from

leaving to active. The rating and associated comments are shown in Table 5.1. To

trigger this action rule, we need to find the meta-actions from the related comments.

Customer 2061000 expresses his negative feeling regarding technician and billing:

technician not knowledgeable ("technicians are not very knowledgeable") and billing

issue ("issues with billing in the past") while customer 3078023 conveys her posi-

tive attitude towards technician in the two aspects of knowledge and communication:

knowledgeable technicians ("he is very knowledgeable, very reliable") and proactive

communication ("communicated effectively by providing excellent feedback"). There-

fore, based on the knowledge mining from text comments, the meta-actions can be

summarized as: knowledgeable technicians, reasonable prices, and proactive commu-
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Table 5.1: Example of benchmark ratings and associated comments

Customer ID Status BM∗1 BM2 Comments

2061000 Leaving 5 6 He stated the technicians are not
very knowledgeable. He said he has
also had some issues with billing in
the past.

3078023 Active 8 10 She said, "I am very happy with
Greg, the technician, for he is very
knowledgeable, very reliable, com-
municated effectively by providing
excellent feedback, and he is won-
derful and amazing."

∗ BM: Benchmark

nication. These meta-actions can work as recommendations to trigger the action rule

(5.5). Mining meta-actions from text can be summarized into five steps:

Step 1: Apply sentiment dictionaries to identify the opinion sentences. We use

VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner) [84] as our main refer-

ence for detecting the opinion words and assigning sentiment orientations. VADER

not only gives the polarity (positivity and negativity) score, but also tells about how

positive or negative a sentiment is. In VADER, "-1" stands for extreme negative; while

"+1" means most extreme positive. Moreover, in order to catch the domain-oriented

sentiment words, we also built a domain-oriented supplement sentiment dictionary

by consulting domain experts.

Step 2: Apply structured heuristic rules to filter out the aspect-opinion pairs (as-

pects and the associated opinions) based on dependency parser tree [85] of each review

sentence.

Figure 5.2: Sentence dependency parser

A dependency parser focuses on analyzing the grammatical structure of a sentence
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and establishing the relationships between the "head" words and words that modify

those heads [86]. Take review "He likes his caterpillar equipment." as an example. In

this sentence, "(caterpillar) equipment" is an aspect, and "likes" is a sentiment word.

Figure 5.2 shows a dependency parse tree of this short sentence. The arrow from the

word "likes" to the word equipment indicates that "equipment" modifies "likes", and

the label "dobj" (direct object) assigned to the arrow describes the exact nature of

the dependency.

Step 3: Cluster the aspect-opinion pairs into predefined classes. Based on sug-

gestions from domain experts, we cluster the aspect-opinion pairs into predefined

classes: {service: correctly, timely}, {communication: proactive, timely}, {techni-

cian: friendly, knowledgeable} and {price/invoice: reasonable, competitive}.

Step 4: Generate meta-actions. We use the predefined classes to generate appro-

priate meta-actions, which are essentially recommendations that we target.

5.1.2.3 Recommendations Summary

We summarize the recommendations based on meta-actions. In order to find the

smallest and most efficient set of triggers for a discovered set of action rules, we adopt

the strategy presented by Tarnowska and Ras [87]. They introduced the concept of

meta-nodes. It is forming a tree structure where each meta-node is uniquely associ-

ated with a set of action rules and their triggers. The lower the nodes in the tree,

the more action rules are activated (which usually means more triggers are needed).

Users are provided with several optional meta-nodes to choose from, and the groups

of meta-actions (triggers) linked with these meta-nodes are provided, where each one

is sufficient to activate all associated action rules. We also calculate the effective-

ness score of different meta-action sets. The score can provide decision-makers with

measurable indicators before adopting these recommendations.
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5.2 Evaluation

As introduced in Chapter 4, we have collected the surveys to query customers’

satisfaction on repair services done by 34 heavy equipment repair companies. We

conduct the customer churn study on the dataset from one of these 34 companies,

which is deeply suffering the customer churn issue. In this dataset, there are 22,558

records ranging from 2011 to 2017. Among these customer records, 11.4% are lost,

16.1% are leaving and 72.5% are active, as shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Customer status distribution

We use Scikit-learn [88] to compare the prediction performance among ANN, Logis-

tic Regression, Decision Tree, SVM and XGBoost. Figure 5.4 shows the performance

Figure 5.4: Churn prediction model performance comparison
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comparison among these prediction models based on accuracy score, AUC, precision,

recall score and F1 score. From the experiment result, we can see that XGBoost gives

an overall best performance among these five prediction models. Thus, in the first

stage of the Customer Attrition Management System, we pick XGBoost as the churn

prediction model to predict and recognize the leaving customers.

The second stage is recommendation generation. We use LISp-Miner [89] to dis-

cover the action rules, and we extract action rules with a minimum support of 10

and minimum confidence of 80%. In our experiment, survey type is defined as the

stable attribute. Benchmark questions after data cleansing are selected as the flexible

attributes. Customer status is the decision attribute, and the desired change for the

decision attribute is from leaving to active. Table 5.2 presents some example action

rules we have discovered. Let’s comment on the first action rule AR1. The stable

Table 5.2: Example of discovered action rules

Action rules Support Confidence

AR1 SurveyType(Field) :
(All_Does_Customer_have_Future_Needs, 0→ 1)
∧ (Service_Final_Invoice_Matched_Expectations,
8→ 10) ⇒ (CustomerStatus, Leaving → Active) 21 97.4%
AR2 SurveyType(Field) :
(All_Ease_of_Contact, 8→ 10)∧
(Service_Final_Invoice_Matched_Expectation, 6→ 9)
⇒ (CustomerStatus, Leaving → Active) 56 96.8%
AR3 SurveyType(Shop) :
(Service_Repair_Completed_Correctly, 7→ 10)
⇒ (CustomerStatus, Leaving → Active) 34 96.1%
AR4 SurveyType(Shop) :
(All_Dealer_Communication, 8→ 10)
⇒ (CustomerStatus, Leaving → Active) 175 95.9%
AR5 SurveyType(Shop) :
(Service_Repair_Completed_When_Promised, 9→ 10)
⇒ (CustomerStatus, Leaving → Active) 89 95.0%
AR6 SurveyType(Field) :
(All_Ease_of_Contact, 3→ 7) ∧
(Service_Tech_Arrived_When_Promised, 7→ 10)
⇒ (CustomerStatus, Leaving → Active) 103 94.2%
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part is Survey Type (Field) and the flexible parts are "All-Does Customer have Fu-

ture Needs" and "Service-Final Invoice Matched Expectations." The decision part is

"Customer Status." When rating of "All-Does Customer have Future Needs" changes

from 0 to 1 and rating of "Service-Final Invoice Matched Expectations" changes from

8 to 10, then "Customer Status" is expected to change from leaving to active.

In Table 5.3, we give experiment results of meta-actions that can trigger the action

sets listed in Table 5.2. We can see that the relationship between atomic action sets

and meta-actions is "many-to-many relationships." Each of the atomic actions can be

Table 5.3: Action sets and meta-actions

No. Atomic action sets Meta-actions

AR1 (All_Does_Customer_have_Future_Needs,
0 → 1)
(Service_Final_Invoice_Matched_Expectations,
8 → 10)

Service Correctly
Communication Proactive
Invoice Reasonable
Price Competitive

AR2 (All_Ease_of_Contact,8 → 10)
(Service_Final_Invoice_Matched_Expectation,
6 → 9)

Communication Proactive
Invoice Reasonable

AR3 (Service_Repair_Completed_Correctly,
7 → 10)

Service Correctly
Technician Knowledgeable

AR4 (All_Dealer_Communication, 8 → 10) Technician Friendly,
Communication Proactive

AR5 (Service_Repair_Completed_When_Promised,
9 → 10)

Service Correctly,
Service Timely

AR6 (All_Ease_of_Contact, 3 → 7)
(Service_Tech_Arrived_When_Promised,
7 → 10)

Service Timely
Service Correctly
Communication Proactive

triggered by one or more meta-actions. At the same time, each of the meta-actions can

invoke one or more atomic actions. For instance, the atomic action sets in action rule

AR1 are (All: Does Customer have Future Needs, 0→ 1) and (Service: Final Invoice

Matched Expectations, 8→ 10). The meta-actions that can trigger such changes are:

to ensure service completed correctly, to ensure proactive communication, to ensure

reasonable invoice, and to ensure competitive price.

Table 5.4 shows the experimental results of each meta-node and its effective score.
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Table 5.4: Meta-node and its effect

Meta-node Effect Meta-actions

... ... ...
30 52.59 Communication proactive

Price competitiveness
Service completed correctly
Price Reasonable
Technician friendly
Technician Knowledgeable

31 49.34 Communication proactive
Service completed correctly
Communication timely
Technician friendly
Technician Knowledgeable

32 40.83 Price reasonable
Price Competitiveness
Service completed correctly
Technician Knowledgeable

33 34.89 Communication proactive
Price competitiveness
Communication timely
Technician Knowledgeable

... ... ...

The effect of each meta-node is calculated by Equation (3.5). For instance, meta-

node 30 contains meta-actions communication proactive, price competitiveness, ser-

vice completed correctly, technician friendly, technician knowledgeable. The effective

score of these meta-actions is 52.59. Based on the meta-actions (recommendations)

and the information on the effectiveness score, the decision makers can find the trade-

off between the effect and the cost when adopting these recommendations.



CHAPTER 6: RECOMMENDER SYSTEM BASED ON ACTION RULES AND

SENTIMENT MINING

Reviews from leaving customers reflect their unfulfilled needs, while reviews of

active customers reflect their satisfactory experience. To further enhance the effi-

ciency of the Customer Attrition Management System, we propose to extract action

knowledge from the unstructured customer review data. First, we use aspect-based

sentiment analysis to transform the unstructured review text data into a structured

table. In the newly created sentiment table, aspects extracted from the text are at-

tributes, and the associated opinion scores are the attribute values. Then, we extract

action rules from this newly built sentiment table, as the sentiment table is built on

top of text mining. Therefore, we can get recommendations directly from the result of

action rule mining, which will save us from the effort of extracting the meta-actions.

6.1 Methodology

Figure 6.1 shows the design of the system, which includes three layers. The first

layer is Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis. The second layer is "Aspect-Sentiment

Table," and the third layer is Recommendation Summary.

In the first layer, we extract the aspects and the associated sentiments as aspect-

sentiment pairs by applying aspect-based sentiment analysis. In the second layer, we

build an "Aspect-Sentiment Table" based on the information retrieved from the first

layer. In the third layer, we conduct feature engineering, action rule mining and meta-

action extraction on the "Aspect-Sentiment Table" built in the second layer. The

meta-actions extracted are used to generate recommendations on improving customer

churn rate.
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Figure 6.1: Recommender system for improving customer churn rate
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6.1.1 Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis

The aspect-based sentiment analysis contains three steps: text preprocessing, aspect-

sentiment pair extraction and opinion scoring. In the process of aspect-based senti-

ment analysis, we first get customer ID and customer comment (review). Second, in

’Text preprocessing’, we apply text preprocessing on the review. Third, in ’Aspect-

sentiment pair extraction’, we pass the processed sentence to a series of structured

rules to extract aspects and associated sentiments. Forth, in ’Sentiment scoring’, we

assign a sentiment score to the opinion word. Finally, we accumulate all aspects and

merge the results.

6.1.1.1 Text Preprocessing

Text preprocessing is an important step in text mining. Here, the goal of text

preprocessing is to prepare the text data for aspect-sentiment pair extraction. We

need to put all text into the same level to make the processing proceed uniformly

(for example, by converting all text to the same case). Moreover, we need to re-
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move the noisy words as well, for instance, special characters. In this section, we

conduct the following steps for text preprocessing: converting to lowercase, checking

spellings, removing special characters (for instance #,*), removing single characters,

lemmatization and stemming.

6.1.1.2 Aspect-sentiment Pair Extraction

We use structured heuristic rules to filter out the aspect-sentiment pairs based

on the dependency parser tree of each review. We use Python package spaCy [90]

to recognize the grammatical dependency relationships so as to extract the aspect-

opinion pairs from customer reviews. We consider five main dependency paths [91],

and the steps for extracting the aspect-sentiment pairs are given below:

1. Get the dependency tree for every sentence with the help of spaCy.

2. Given a dependency tree, extract the aspect-opinion pair by matching depen-

dency rules below:

• Adjectival Modifier Rule: Describe the relation between the nominal (aspect)

and the adjective or adjectival phrase (opinion modifier) which modifies the

meaning of the nominal.

• Copular Complement Rule: Define the relation among the syntactic subject

(aspect) of a clause, copular verb and its complement (opinion modifier).

• Adjectival Complement Rule: Describe the relation among the nominal subject

(aspect), the verb and the adjectival complement (opinion modifier)

• Direct Object Rule: Define the relation between the verb (opinion modifier)

and the object of the verb (aspect).

• Adverbial Modifier (to a passive verb) Rule: Describe the relation among the

syntactic subject (aspect) of a passive clause, the verb and the adverb modifier

(opinion modifier).
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3. Given a matched aspect-opinion pair, if negations are captured, then mark the

aspect-opinion pair as "neg-". We consider the following negation scenarios.

• Negation word no : ’Gary said there was no communication’

• Negation with not or n’t: ’The parent company wasn’t responsive’

6.1.1.3 Sentiment Scoring

We use lexicon-based sentiment classification to assign sentiment scores to the opin-

ion words. As a widely used lexicon-based sentiment dictionary, VADER (Valence

Aware Dictionary for sEntiment Reasoning) [92] is used to assign the proper sen-

timent scores. It outperforms eleven typical state-of-practice benchmarks including

LIWC, ANEW, the General Inquirer, SentiWordNet, and machine learning oriented

techniques relying on Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy, and Support Vector Machine

(SVM) algorithms [84]. Moreover, it not only gives the polarity (positivity and nega-

tivity) score, but also tells about how positive or negative a sentiment is. "-1" stands

for extreme negative, while "+1" means most extreme positive. That is, for positive

sentiment, the compound score ≥ 0.05. The value of compound score of neutral sen-

timent is -0.05 < compound score < 0.05. Negative sentiment has a compound score

≤ -0.05.

However, only referencing VADER to detect the opinion words is not sufficient due

to its generality. We also added domain-oriented opinion words into the library based

on our own learning.

6.1.2 Aspect-Sentiment Table

We combine customer churn status (active, leaving, lost) and aspect-sentiment

pairs together to build the Aspect-Sentiment Table. We assign "0" to the aspects

that customers did not mention, based on the assumption that they are neutral to

such aspects. A sample table is given by Table 6.1. User 1061000 is active, and the

score for technician and repair is positive, which means that in his comments, he
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expressed satisfaction about technician and repair. For user 1138023, the sentiment

score for repair is negative, which is a signal that he is not content with the repair he

got.

Table 6.1: Sample aspect-sentiment table

C_ID C_Status Survey_Type Technician Knowledge ... Repair

1061000 Active Field 0.3412 0 ... 0.6369

1138023 Leaving Field 0 0 ... -0.1835

1571030 Lost Field 0 -0.1348 ... 0

2818061 Leaving shop 0.2584 0 ... 0

...

3209865 Active rental 0 0 ... 0

6.1.3 Recommendation Summary

We apply feature engineering, action rule mining and the meta-action triggering

mechanism to get the recommendations. In order to find the optimal and essential

subset of features, we remove the unnecessary features regarding the decision at-

tribute. At the same time, characteristics of the dataset should be kept after feature

engineering. Therefore, in feature engineering, we firstly rank the aspects based on

its frequency in customer comments, and keep the important ones which rank at the

top level [58]. Then we find reducts of these important aspects.

Action rule mining is applied on the newly created table. As we have introduced

in 3.1, action rule is defined as [(ω) ∧ (α → β) ⇒ (Φ → Ψ)] where ω denotes

conjunction of fixed stable attributes, (α → β) are proposed changes in values of

flexible attributes, and (Φ → Ψ) is a desired change of the decision attribute. We

define customer status, which indicates customer churn information, as the decision

attribute. Survey type tells us about the type of service, for instance "field trips"
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or "in-shop repair," which work as stable attributes naturally. Attributes generated

from reviews are the flexible attributes. We aim to recognize the actionable patterns

that can improve the customer churn rate.

Action rules provide us recommendations about changes needed to reclassify cus-

tomers from an undesired to a desired state. However, in the decision process, knowl-

edge on how to invoke these changes is still needed in order to provide useful recom-

mendations. We use meta-actions as a triggering mechanism to activate action rules.

Meta-action is defined as a high-level action that can activate changes of flexible at-

tributes, either directly or indirectly, because of correlations among them. On one

hand, the meta-actions are extracted from the text data by identifying certain key-

words, grouping them using a semantic similarity measure, and then assigning tags

to these groups. On the other hand, the column names of the "Aspect-Sentiment

Table" are extracted from the review text data, and then grouped based on semantic

similarity. Therefore, these aspects, which are listed in the "Aspect-Sentiment Table"

as new attribute names, are essentially the meta-actions.

6.2 Evaluation

In our experiment, we use Hadoop research cluster to conduct the experiments.

The Hadoop cluster is the parallel mode environment in our experiment. It has 16

nodes/192 computing cores and 87 TBs Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).

Each computer node has dual Intel 2-93GHz 6-core processors and 64GB RAM.

We conduct the customer churn study on the dataset from one of these 34 compa-

nies, which is deeply suffering from the customer churn issue. In this dataset, there

are 22,558 records ranging from 2011 to 2017. Based on this dataset, we build the

"Aspect-Sentiment Table". Table 6.2 gives the properties of the "Aspect-Sentiment

Table" we have built. By ranking the occurrence frequency of all the candidate as-

pects, we keep aspects ranking at the top level as the whole aspect set. We use reduct

to remove the unnecessary features regarding the decision attribute so as to get the
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"Aspect-reducts", which are the optimal and essential subsets of the whole aspect

set.

Table 6.2: Properties of aspect-sentiment table

Property Aspect-sentiment table

Aspect-reducts survey, parts, communication, price, skill
technician, experience, repair, service, timeliness

Decision attributes distribution
Active - 72.5%
Leaving - 16.1%
Lost - 11.4%

6.2.1 Evaluation Procedure

We extract action rules with the minimum support of 10 and minimum confidence

of 80%, and we set the customer status as the decision attribute, the survey type as

the stable attribute. Aspect-reducts (as shown in Table 6.2) are selected as the flexible

attributes. In order to achieve higher confidence and support in action rule mining

while not losing the important information, we preprocessed the Aspect-Sentiment

Table by keeping the sentiment score with one digit after the decimal point.

In our evaluation, we conduct two experiments. The first experiment is mining

actionable patterns that can reclassify customers from leaving to active. We conduct

the second experiment to extract the meta-actions and evaluate the derived recom-

mendations.

6.2.2 Experiment I: Mining Action Rules with Customer Status from Leaving to

Active

For customers who are lost, the probability of getting them back is much lower than

getting the leaving customers back. Therefore, our target is to find actionable patterns

that can get leaving customers back. In the Experiment I, we focus on mining action

rules that can reclassify customers from leaving to active. We set aspect-reducts

as the flexible attributes. Examples of discovered action rules for customer status
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changing from leaving to active are shown in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Example of action rules that reclassify customers from leaving to active

Action rules Confidence Support

AR1 Survey(Field) :
[(Communication, 0→ 0.4)
∧(Technician, 0→ 0.5)]
⇒ (Status, Leaving → Active) 100% 52
AR2 Survey(Field) : [(Price,−0.3→ 0)
∧(Technician, 0→ 0.4)]
⇒ (Status, Leaving → Active) 100% 47
AR3 Survey(Field) : [(Parts, 0→ 0.4)
∧(Repair, 0.1→ 0.3)]
⇒ (Status, Leaving → Active) 92% 134
AR4 Survey(Field) : (Technician, 0 →
0.2)
∧(Parts, 0→ 0.4)]
⇒ (Status, Leaving → Active) 91% 66
AR5 Survey(Shop) : (Price,−0.4→ 0.2)
⇒ (Status, Leaving → Active) 88% 128
AR6 Survey(Rental) :
[(Communication, 0→ 0.6)
∧(Parts, 0.2→ 0.4)]
⇒ (Status, Leaving → Active) 88% 79
AR7 Survey(Parts) : (Repair,−0.2→ 0)
⇒ (Status, Leaving → Active) 87% 1938

Let us comment on rule AR1. The survey type is field, which tells the service is

given on field (technician was sent to the customers’ for heavy equipment repairing).

The action rule says that when customers’ opinions towards communication change

from 0 to 0.4 and towards technician change from 0 to 0.5, then the customer status

is expected to change from leaving to active. For AR2, the survey type is field. This

action rule says that when customers’ opinions towards price change from -0.3 to 0

and towards technician change from 0 to 0.4, then the customer status is expected to

change from leaving to active.
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6.2.3 Experiment II: Meta-actions and Recommendation Evaluation

As the "Aspect-Sentiment Table" is built on top of text mining, the aspects which

are listed as the column names are essentially meta-actions. Therefore, we can get

recommendations directly from the result of action rule mining. From the experiment

results, we can see that price, repair, parts, communication and technician are the

main concerns of customers in heavy equipment repair and service sector. In table

6.4, we listed the detailed strategies and the associated comments on price, repair,

parts, communication and technician. To evaluate the derived recommendations, we

use effectiveness defined in Equation (6.1).

η =
Nrecommend

Nleaving

(6.1)

where, Nrecommend is the number of leaving customers whose major issues are covered

by the derived recommendations. Nleaving is the number of all the leaving customers.

In our experiment, the η we got is 72%.
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Table 6.4: Meta-actions and recommendations

Detailed Meta-actions Customer Comments

Price Competitive and reasonable
price

"The prices are too high."
"We are not satisfied with
the invoice which contained
charges for parts that we
didn’t order."
"I feel the bill was very high
for what he did."

Repair Repair completed timely
and correctly

"The repair was not done
correctly and as a result
the equipment was destroyed
and had to be replaced."
"Repair took longer than ex-
pected."

Parts Good parts availability "The parts were not in
stock."
"Poor parts service because
the parts he needed were not
available."

Communication Proactive and effective
communication

"I was not provided with
much communication."
"They have poor communi-
cation and need to work on
it."

Technician Knowledgeable and
experienced technician

"Since the technician was
unable to diagnose the un-
derlying issue."
"Another, or underlying,
problem exists and the tech-
nician did nothing about
it."

Technician working in a
timely manner.

"The technician didn’t ar-
rive as scheduled."
"The tech was late 2 out of
5 days."



CHAPTER 7: DISCOVERING ACTION RULES FOR MAKING

RECOMMENDATIONS TO RETAIN CUSTOMERS

Action rule mining plays an important role in building the Customer Attrition

Management System. In this chapter, we propose an algorithm to improve the quality

of the target client’s discovered action rules by utilizing the other semantic similar

but better performing clients. Support, confidence, and coverage are used to measure

the quality of the discovered action rules. In practical applications, the action rules

are regarded as interesting only if their support and confidence exceed the predefined

threshold values. If an action rule has a large support and high confidence, it indicates

that this action can be applied to a large portion of customers with a high chance [41].

Little research was done on improving the quality of the discovered action rules. In

this chapter, we propose to apply a guided semantic-aided agglomerative clustering

algorithm to improve the quality of discovered action rules. The idea is to pick up

only such clients which are doing better in business than the given client. By doing

that, the given client can follow business recommendations from better performing

clients.

7.1 Methodology

The guided semantic-aided agglomerative clustering algorithm comprises two mod-

ules - the client extending module and the action rule extraction module. The client

extending module is made up of four synergistic components : classification, semantic

similarity, hierarchical clustering, and performance comparison. The system design

is shown in 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Design of the semantic-aided agglomerative clustering algorithm
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7.1.1 Client Extending

A client is a target client if it needs to reduce its customer churn. In the client

extending task, the appropriate clients are selected to extend the target client dataset

to an extended dataset. In the context of customer churn study, two clients are seen

as semantically similar if they agree (to a certain level) on the knowledge concerning

active, leaving and lost customers. Therefore, the accuracy of the classifier (that used

to classify customers to active, leaving and lost) is utilized to calculate the semantic

similarity score between two clients. Moreover, based on the fact that higher accuracy

of a classifier leads to higher quality of action rules, some widely used classification

algorithms are compared in order to find the best one.
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7.1.1.1 Classification

Without loss of generality, Random Forest, K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Naive

Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Logistic Regression are picked for clas-

sification performance comparison [9], and the classifier which gives the best perfor-

mance is picked.

We extract 10 random samplings of the same size from the whole dataset, covering

all customers of the 34 clients. There are 1,000 instances in each sampling. Then,

these 10 samplings are split into training and testing datasets and processed using

selected classification algorithms. Table 7.1 gives the accuracy, precision and F1

among these five algorithms. Among these classification algorithms, Random Forest

shows an overall the best performance. Therefore, the chosen classifier is Random

Forest, since it is the most accurate.

Table 7.1: The accuracy, precision and F1 of the five algorithms

Accuracy Precision F1

Logistic Regression 0.883 0.872 0.875
SVM 0.838 0.773 0.793

Naive Bayes 0.787 0.788 0.784
KNN 0.872 0.864 0.861

Ransom Forest 0.917 0.916 0.915

7.1.1.2 Semantic Similarity

Once the best classifier is recognized, the accuracy of the best classifier is utilized

to calculate the semantic similarity between two clients. Assume that a and b are the

best classifiers for client i and client j respectively, then the semantic similarity score

S(i, j) is:

S(i, j) =
(
∣∣Accuracya_i − Accuracya_j

∣∣+
∣∣Accuracyb_j − Accuracyb_i

∣∣)
2

(7.1)
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where Accuracya_i is the accuracy of applying the classifier a to the client i and

Accuracya_j is the accuracy of applying the classifier a to the client j. Similarly,

Accuracyb_j is the accuracy of applying the classifier b to the client j and Accuracyb_i

is the accuracy of applying the classifier b to the client i.

For all clients, each one of them has their semantic similarity score computed with

other clients. Based on the semantic similarity score between each pair of the clients,

a semantic similarity distance-based matrix is built: Let R ∈ RN×N be a client-client

matrix, N is the number of clients. R_ij represents the semantic similarity score

S(i, j) between client i and client j. In Table 7.2, we give the semantic similarity

distance-based matrix of the first five clients. For instance, we can see that the

semantic similarity distance between client 1 and client 2 is 0.036458956.

Table 7.2: Semantic similarity distance-based matrix (Client 1-5)

Client1 Client2 Client3 Client4 Client5

Client1 0
Client2 0.036458956 0
Client3 0.064336716 0.053786974 0
Client4 0.036769177 0.019516244 0.050204144 0
Client5 0.039030461 0.036457999 0.053123487 0.031540564 0

7.1.1.3 Hierarchical Clustering

Based on the semantic similarity distance-based matrix, we run hierarchical cluster-

ing to build a dendrogram, which is used to reflect the semantic similarity relationship

among all the clients. According to the semantic similarity relationship in the den-

drogram, we locate the nearest neighbor clients of the target client. Figure 7.2 gives

an example dendrogram, in which each leaf represents one of the clients. When the

difference between two leaves is smaller, then the corresponding clients share more

semantic similarity.
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Figure 7.2: An example dendrogram

7.1.1.4 Performance Comparison

Once the nearest neighbors of the target client are identified, then their perfor-

mances are evaluated. The performance score PeSc of a client is defined as:

PeSc =
N [active]−N [leaving]

N [all]
(7.2)

where N [active] is the number of active customers, and N [leaving] is the number of

leaving customers and N [all] is all customers, no matter active, leaving or lost. If

the performance score of the nearest neighbor client is higher than the target client,

then this neighbor client is used for extending the target client. Otherwise, the next

level client in the dendrogram is checked. For instance, in the dendrogram example

(as shown in Figure 7.2), the performance score of client i is first evaluated, which is

the nearest neighbor for the target client in the dendrogram. If its performance score

is lower than or equal to the target client, then we go upper-level to check the next
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neighbor, which is client j.

7.1.2 Action Rule Mining

We extend the dataset of a target client by adding datasets of semantically sim-

ilar but better performing clients. Then we extract action rules from this extended

dataset. As introduced in 3.1, action rule is defined as an expression: [(ω) ∧ (α →

β) → (Φ → Ψ)], where (Φ → Ψ) is a desired change of decision attribute value. To

reduce customer churn, we define churn status (active, leaving and lost) as the deci-

sion attribute value, and the desired change is to reclassify customers from leaving to

active.

7.2 Evaluation

We conducted the customer churn study based on the dataset from all the 34

companies, and we focus on Client 22 (the target client) that is deeply suffering

from the customer churn issue. In our experiment, we compare the confidence of

action rules extracted from the extended dataset with the confidence of action rules

discovered from the target dataset. Following the client extending method, we build

the dendrogram among these 34 clients, as shown in Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3: Clients Dendrogram
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Client 22 is the target client, and we can see that the nearest neighbors of client
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22 are client 17 and client 8, which means client 22 shares more semantic similarity

with client 17 and client 8 when compared with other clients. We then check the

performance score of client 17 and client 8 based on Equation 7.2, these two clients

have a higher performance score than the target client. Thus, we select client 17

and client 8 for extending the target client. Therefore, the extended dataset contains

dataset from client 22, client 17 and client 8. The example action rules extracted are

shown in Table 7.3. Conf_Tar stands for the confidence of action rules extracted

from the target dataset (Client 22). Similarly, Conf_Ext stands for the confidence

of action rules extracted from the extended dataset. Take the first action rule, for

example, it has confidence 92.5% in the target dataset; while the same action rule

has confidence 95.6% in the extended dataset.

Table 7.3: Example of action rules’ confidence comparison

Action rules Conf_Tar Conf_Ext

SurveyType (Field):
(All_Dealer_Communication, 9 → 10) ∧
(All_Invoice_Accuracy, 9 → 10) ∧
⇒ (Customer Status, Leaving → Active) 92.5% 95.6%
(All_Dealer_Communication, 9 → 10) ∧
(All_Overall_Satisfaction, 8 → 10) ∧
(Service_Tech_Equipped_to_do_Job, 9 → 10)
⇒ (Customer Status, Leaving → Active) 92.3% 92.8%
SurveyType (Field):
(All_Dealer_Communication, 9 → 10) ∧
(Service_Tech_Arrived_When_Promised, 8 → 10)
⇒ (Customer Status, Leaving → Active) 92.1% 94.6%
SurveyType (Field):
(All_Dealer_Communication, 9 → 10) ∧
(Service_Tech_Equipped_to_do_Job, 9 → 10) ∧
⇒ (Customer Status, Leaving → Active) 92% 93.9%
SurveyType (Field):
(All_Invoice_Accuracy, 9 → 10) ∧
(All_Likelihood_to_be_Repeat_Customer, 8 → 9) ∧
(All_Overall_Satisfaction, 9 → 10) ∧
⇒ (Customer Status, Leaving → Active) 91.8% 93.1%

We use R_target, R_extended to represent all action rules extracted from the
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target dataset and the extended dataset, respectively. Then the confidence of the two

action rule sets towards the target dataset is compared.

Now, we give definition of the confidence of an action rule set towards a dataset.

Let R be the action rule set extracted from a dataset D and there are M action rules

in total. Let ri denote one of the action rules which belongs to action rule set R,

while Conf_ri denotes the confidence of ri, and Ni denotes the supporting set of ri

(there is no overlapping between sets Ni and Nj). We define the confidence of action

rule set R towards dataset D as

ConfidenceR_D =

∑M
i=1(Conf_ri ∗ card(Ni))∑M

i=1 card(Ni)
(7.3)

In our experiment, the confidence of action rule set R_target towards the target

dataset is 0.807. The confidence of action rule set R_extended towards the target

dataset is 0.892. Given the fact that the action rule set R_extended is generated using

our proposed algorithm and has 10.5% improvement for the confidence as compared to

the original method, we conclude that the proposed algorithm can effectively improve

the quality of the action rules towards the target dataset.



CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS

Customer churn is a major issue to most companies, and recommender systems

that are utilizing the action rule mining technology show great value in the applica-

tion of reducing customer churn. In this dissertation, we first presented a two-stage

Customer Attrition Management System, which can not only detect customer at-

trition proactively by utilizing churn prediction model, but also provide actionable

strategies for decision makers to address the customer churn issue. We then pro-

pose two methodologies to further enhance the efficiency of the Customer Attrition

Management System.

Firstly, reviews from the leaving customers reflect their unfulfilled needs, and re-

views of the active customers reflect their satisfactory experience. Thus, customer

reviews contain valuable information about the customers’ opinions and attitudes. In

order to better catch the customers’ opinions, we use aspect-based sentiment analysis

to transform the unstructured review text data into a structured "Aspect-Sentiment

Table". In the newly created "Aspect-Sentiment Table", the aspects extracted from

the review text are the attributes, and the associated opinion scores are the values

of the attributes. Statistical method and reduct are applied for feature engineering.

Then, action rule mining and meta-action triggering mechanism are used to extract

the actionable recommendations. The action rules aim to reclassify customers from

leaving to active, and the detailed meta-actions are recommendations that can effec-

tively reduce customer churn.

Secondly, in action rule mining, confidence, support and coverage are used to mea-

sure the quality of the discovered action rules. In reality, action rules with higher

confidence and support are more useful to users. However, there is little research
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focused on improving the quality of the action rules. We propose a semantic-aided

agglomerative clustering algorithm by utilizing the knowledge extracted from seman-

tically similar clients to the given client. The idea is to pick up only such clients which

are doing better in business than the given client. By doing that, the given client can

follow business recommendations from better-performing clients. To implement the

semantic-aided agglomerative clustering algorithm, some widely used customer churn

classification modules are compared and the overall best classifier is recognized. Then

the semantic similarity-based distance matrix between two clients is calculated by uti-

lizing the precision of the best classifier. Next, a hierarchically structured dendrogram

is built based on the semantic similarity-based distance matrix. The nearest neighbors

of the target client are chosen to be the candidate clients for extending the dataset

of the target client. Then the performance score of the candidate clients and the

target client are compared. Those clients whose performance scores are higher than

the target client are used for extending it. Next, action rules are extracted from the

target dataset as well as the extended dataset. Then the coverage of the two action

rule sets is compared based on the confidence of the action rule set toward the target

dataset.
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